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Abstract-In E.M. James and N.G. Lloyd’s paper A Cubic System with Eight Small-Amplitude 
Limit Cycles [l], a set of conditions is given that ensures the origin to be a fine focus of order eight 
and eight limit cycles to bifurcate from the origin by perturbing parameters. We find that one of the 
conditions, as = e*a7, where 666/97 < (T* < 103/15, can be weakened as as = (~*a7 or as = OraT, 
where 283/125 < (21 < 284/125. In [l], deriving above conditions is reduced to finding the real 
solutions of a system of some algebraic equations and inequalities. When verifying these conditions 
by solving this system in a different ordering, we find another real solution to the system, which is 
leading to above improvement of the conditions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
One part of Hilbert’s sixteenth problem is to seek the maximum number of limit cycles for the 
polynomial systems of degree n. It is of considerable interest and remains a significant problem. 
However, no precise estimates have been established, especially, for n 2 3. The best result 
for n = 3, up to now, has been obtained by E. M. James and N. G. Lloyd using computers [l]. 
They considered a particular class of systems and got 8 limit cycles bifurcating from a fine 
focus. To bifurcate 8 limit cycles from a fine focus, one of the key procedures is to seek a set 
of conditions which ensures that the critical point is a fine focus of order 8. It actually can be 
reduced to find the real solutions of a system of some algebraic equations and inequalities. In [l], 
a set of conditions stated in Lemma 3.1 is derived by finding a real solution to this system. 
Thus, how to solve systems of algebraic equations and inequalities is important in constructing 
limit cycles bifurcating from critical points. We try to solve such systems by combining symbolic 
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and numeric techniques. The system occurring in [l] is interesting. But, when solving this 
system, as an example, in various orderings, we find that there are two real solutions to the 
system. As the real solutions to the system by solving in different orderings should correspond 
to one another [2,3], there should be two real solutions to the system by solving in the ordering 
taken in [l]. After repeating the computation done in [l], we find that the coefficient of a! in 
x(ag,aT) should be 870912000, not 87091200, which causes the miss of a real solution by the 
failure to satisfy the requirement bg = 25x(as, a7)/(36c&) > 0 (see [l]). 
By this new real solution we find, one of the conditions a9 = g*a7, where 666197 < o* < 103115, 
in Lemma 3.1 in [I] can be weakened as ag = u*a7 or as = u1a7, where 2831125 < ~1 < 2841125. 
Finally, we remark that we received H. Zoladek’s manuscript after finishing this paper. 
H. Zoladek in his paper proved, in theory, that there exists a cubic system with 11 limit cy- 
cles bifurcating from center [4]. But it seems not easy to seek such a cubic system by computers. 
2. ON THE CONDITIONS FOR THE 
ORIGIN TO BE A FINE FOCUS OF ORDER EIGHT 
The following cubic system is considered in [l]. 
k = Aa: + y + a122 - 261zy + (as - a1)g2 + asz2y + a7y3, 
Ij = --z + Xy + b1z2 + 2a1zy - b1y2 + bqz3 + bsz2y + (bs - as)zy2. 
(1) 
To simplify the complicated computations, new coefficients as, bg and as are introduced by using 
the relations that as = $(bs + 2a7 - 2ag), bf = $(a* + bs) and a: = $(bs - ag) in [l]. 
In the following, some conditions satisfied by the coefficients in (l), which are equalities and 
inequalities, will be find so that L(lc) = 0 for Ic 5 7, where L(k) are Lyapunov quantities. After 
taking the options that X = 0, b5 = -4a3bl, ag = 0 and bq = -a7, which hold such that L(0) = 0, 
L(1) = 0, L(2) = 0, L(3) = 0, and a1 # 0, bl # 0,ag # 0, the problem is reduced to finding the 
real solutions of the following system: 
L(4) = 0, L(5) = 0, L(6) = 0, L(7) = 0, L(8) # 0. (2.1) 
In [l], by taking the ordering that as 4 bg 4 bs + ag + a7, a real solution with ag/a7 = CT* is 
given, where 666197 < g* < 103/15, from which a set of conditions for the origin to be a fine 
focus of order 8 is obtained and stated in Lemma 3.1 (see [l]). 
We take another ordering that a7 4 a9 -i bs < be 4 a8 and solve the system (2.1). The following 
is our computation process. We compute L(k) modulo the ideal generated by {L(l), . . . , L( k - 1)) 
for Ic > 1. The computation, done on a microcomputer using Maple, gives the following: 
L(0) = A; 
L(1) = b5 + 4a3bl; 
L(2) = azbl(2ag - 3bG - 6b4 + lOa$ - 4ala3 - 18a7); 
L(3) = -albl(a7 + b4)(2ag + 7b4 - 9a7); 
L(4) = -ulblag(20Dgz7 - DJag), where D4 = 13bs - 20us,D5 = 3bs - 4aE.j; 
L(5) = alblugD6D;2, where DC = 3213usbi - 6720ugai - 12156asusb~ 
+ 15920agbGai - 1080bebi + 3456usbsbg - 2688bGb&$; 
L(6) = -alblbibiD5DtDgD,4, where 07 = 15bs - 28~0, D8 = 3213bi - 6720~; - 12156bias 
+ 1592086u2, Dg = 502010 - 64biDll, Dlo = 115bg - 120bsas - 144ai, 
Dll = 195796845bz - 1539283680bgus + 5123792400aibi - 9370286592aibi 
+ 10052919040u:b; - 6038323200u;b6 + 1580544000~;; 
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L(7) = -alblb~bsDsD~DloDlzDs’D,-,2, where D12 = ~ozkbgka~“-k, and ok are large 
k=O 
integers, see Appendix; 
9 
L(8) = alblb~a68D5D~DloD13D;;3, where D13 = ~flkb~a~-k, where & are large integers, 
k=O 
see Appendix. 
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Then suppose as # 0 and take bg = Tag, where T satisfies f(7) = ~~!“=,crkrk = 0. Therefore, 
we first need to solve the equation f(r) = 0. By using a Maple package [5], we obtain all the 
real roots of f(7) = 0: ~1 < 72 < 73 < T4, where 571125 < ~1 < 581125, 415 < 5 < 101/125, 
141/125 < 73 < 1421125 and 48125 < 74 < 49125. 
For the origin to be a fine focus of order eight, the following options are taken, in which the 
first four options are the same as in [l]: 
x = 0, 
b5 = -4a3bl, 
a3 = 0, 
b4 = -a7, 
agD4 
a7 = (20D5)’ 
24bsbsDsD, 
a9 = 
DS 
7 
b2 = 5D82D10 
8 (64011)’ 
D12 = 0. 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
P-7) 
t2.8) 
(2.9) 
Obviously, if conditions (2.2)-(2.9) hold, then we have L(k) = 0 for k < 7. In order for above 
conditions to hold, the real roots 7 of the equation f(r) = 0 must satisfy 
@DloDll > 0, (2.10) 
bs > b817 (2.11) 
DC, #O, D8 #O and Dll #O, (2.12) 
where (2.10)-(2.12) guarantee that L(6) = 0 and a: = i(bg - ag) have real zeros, 
Finally, we must have 
(2.13) 
k=O 
After careful verification, we find that when T = 73, 74, (2.10)-(2.13) hold, but when 7 = r1,72, 
(2.8)-(2.11) do not hold. Above means the following fact. 
FACT. For a8 # 0 and b6 = T3ag or b6 = T&g, if (2.2)-(2.8) are satisfied, then the origin is a fine 
focus of order eight. 
We also try several other orderings and get two real solutions of (2.1) for each ordering, and 
the details are omitted here. 
The above two real solutions with 73 and 74 should correspond to the two real solutions of (2.1) 
by solving in the ordering ag 4 bg + bg + as + a7. In fact, 5 and 74 correspond to ag/aT = 01 
and as/a7 = 04, respectively, where 2831125 < 01 < 284/125 and 666/97 < 04 < 103/15, in 
which ~1 and ~4 can be computed from (2.6). More precisely, the two imaginary solutions with 71 
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and r2 should correspond to the two imaginary solutions with ag/aT = u2 and ag/aT = ~73, where 
83125 < CQ =C 167150 and 4671125 < 03 < 187150. Obviously, ul, 02, u3 and 64 are the roots of 
[(a) (see [l]), and in fact they are all of the real roots of [(a). In addition, C(o1) # 0, where for 
C(a) (see PI). 
In [l], only the real solution of (2.1) with as/a7 = (~4 is used to obtain the conditions for the 
origin to be a fine focus of order 8. When we first verified that the corresponding solution of (2.1) 
with ag/ay = u1 was a real solution of (2.1), it was very strange that it was not the real solution 
of (2.1) by solving in the ordering taken by [l] because ag/a, = ‘11 failed to satisfy the requirement 
that bg = 25x(ag,a7)/(36c&) 2 0 (see [l]). H owever, after repeating the computation done 
by [l], we find that the coefficient of u$ in x(ug,ay) (see [l]) should be 870912000, not 87091200. 
When correcting this coefficient, we can verify the corresponding solution with ag/aT = u1 is a 
real solution of (2.1). So, the conditions in Lemma 3.1 in [l] can be weakened as follows. 
THEOREM 1. For a7 # 0 and a9 = ~107 or ag = ~407, where 2831125 < u1 < 2841125 and 
666/97 < u4 < 103/15, if (2.2)-(2.8) are satisfied, then the origin is a fine focus of order eight. 
3. ON PERTURBATIONS 
In [l], to generate eight limit cycles, for u = u4 a sequence of perturbations are introduced into 
the system (1). For u = ~1, we will show that a similar process can be done to generate eight 
limit cycles. 
By taking a7 > 0, in a neighborhood of ~1, we have t(u) < 0. L(7)L(8) has the sign 
of -5; since t is decreasing at ul, we decrease ag so that L(7)L(8) < 0. By increasing bs, 
we have L(6)L(7) < 0. By sequentially perturbing bs, as, b4, a3, a5 and A, we have L(5)L(6) < 0, 
L(4)L(5) < 0, L(3)L(4) < 0, L(2)L(3) < 0, L(l)L(2) < 0 and L(O)L(l) < 0, respectively. If 
each perturbation is small enough, eight limit cycles have bifurcated from the origin successively. 
Then we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. For the systems (I), if 
(i) ~7 > 0, 
(ii) a9 = ula7 or ug = ~4~27 and 
(iii) (2.2)-(2.9) are satisfied, then eight limit cycles can bifurcate from the origin by perturbing 
us, bs, bs, us, bq,u3, b5 and A sequentially. 
APPENDIX 
a0 = 6796389777408000, a1 = -54710177601945600, (~2 = 189178885785845760, 
a3 = -373305922848817152, cq =468662864676478976, 05 = -393253612008267776, 
a6 = 224404708247910912, a7 = -86376324142126080, cxg = 21565154418116400, 
cxg = -3170683504210320, cq,~ = 209810506950225. 
/30 = -8877299737651537970697190748807896078269668042878744309029258016418267136000, 
p1 = 77049103819557966069875817075057645976193452177863900258929063602167894835200, 
f_?z = -289210224829281401669716708023547413967857355516333784098006130438833199185920, 
p3 = 615499519408663358395027912317712441511293980747866809412219087693887702646784, 
04 = -819698375561545014411673603478968658952614899735999591219033682590220777449472, 
05 = 710147868654582624044124524389295437430868329221805456742348022084995788088832, 
flcj = -401288465172647639590447632529970198627062516456304834927102723821339167521024, 
p7 = 142975230501150029958577870229067836584549723540279668457527544302617018410560, 
@a = -29208372193833996578669970932737816135841318621984791548288356844629887304700, 
/3g = 2611441903584041116542242293396910996833719899794701804757928516051584509165. 
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